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The world wants its soul back…This book is for highly sensitive those who have felt out of place in
today's world. While vastly different in style from Elizabeth Gilbert's recent bestseller, Big Magic,
and Brene' Brown's books, it contains themes that'll be familiar to fans of the leading voices in
the imagination and vulnerability arenas. The author feels that wide based anxiety permeates
contemporary culture and too little purpose and direction provides rise to such social ills as
increased rates of terrorism, suicide, and other acts of chaos.“The just success now could be
living and creating a work-of-art existence: unique, rich with meaning, naked of anything we don’t
care about, and ruthless about carving out something absolutely real from a world which has
gorged itself on fakeness and be critically ill from it. The only failure now is pulling back again
from that quest due to dread.”Expanding upon his short original “Blessed Are the Weird” piece
that became a viral phenomenon, he traces the roots of soulful artistry and creation to ancient
times and back again to reveal the insistent, eternal quest of our true natures that demands
something real—as though our very existence is dependent upon it.This book is a call to creatives
(and the ones who wish to be) with the clear message that it hasn't been more critical to heed
the decision of soul than it really is in this exciting, dangerous new renaissance epoch on THE
WORLD.Heartfelt and sometimes humorous, it lights a signal fire for all who feel out of place in
today's world and invites them to state their heritage as members in an ancient lineage—those
tenders of soul and beauty who have always kept the flame alive for humanity.This book is
written for all personality types, but those who test on the Myers-Briggs (MBTI) as INFJ, INFP,
ENFJ, or ENFP will likely gain inspiration and insight into their unique struggles, design, and life
purpose.Blessed Are the Weird. Your time has come to define the new normal.This is a book for
everyone who wants to lead a deep, true, and passionate life and keep the world better for having
passed this way. It provides a narrative that describes how they can fit into a lineage of creatives
throughout background, and how their presents are needed during this precise period of "fresh
renaissance" on the planet. He tells us that the get rid of lies in the fact that every of us can
connect with our inner genius, get over inertia, and create "work of art" lives that will make the
world a better place while enriching our individual encounter.In this book, author Jacob Nordby
offers a bold new definition of success in the modern era. Ultimately, this publication is for
everyone who feels the urgency of our age group and the call to make potential actual. He says
that is both personal and not optional, and that people possess been handed the chance to make
a huge collective revolution unlike anything that humans have known before.
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Life- Changer Eyes Opener, EXACTLY what I needed currently in time. GOOD MEDICINE. on page
106, a line" coincidences, synchronicity, serendipities, encounters with strangers, internal
nudges- we are always getting guided if we pay attention." That is how this book arrived to my
life last week, a random FB post from a pal.. Its not really a book of how exactly to or how to
proceed, but something that is true and raw. It reminds people to embrace our real selves and
live the life span you were meant to truly live. That was weekly and a time ago. I completed it
tonight, highlighted, flagged, notes, will need a break and re-browse. I am not just one for self-
help type of books but have been around in such a rut for a good 3 years, Personally i think lifted,
inspired, I feel like creating my greatest work of art again, my life.. Let her understand it was
arriving, and if she dug it, just buy another duplicate and pass it to somebody she thinks might
need it. The Weird AREN'T Alone I think that this is the most significant book I've ever go through.
Kindle is a free app on your own phone or computer. MANY THANKS to JACOB NORBY. Must
read. Some of Jacob's writing is normally stunningly beautiful while other parts are spectacular
in a 'hit you over the head' sort of method! Wow!. from artist to business owners! With sincere
hearfelt insight grown from study and personal experience Jacob Nordby takes us on a journey
into the mysteries of the creative brain and spirit. A time when creativeness ruled and human
beings exercised and expressed our passions intuitively. "Manifesto" so approriate a nomicur for
what unfolds in this peice of freedom.read this inspiring reserve!.empowering..moving.. I hadn't
been on FB in a couple weeks, self-imposed break, glad I was now there that time..artist to
entrepreneurs should.For anyone struggling with the birth of concepts or the physical
manifestation of their wildest dreams That is one of the most honest and approachable
descriptions of the condition of Creator I have ever had the pleasure to see..no must ..... This is a
wonderful and timely contribution to our changing scenery of thought and evolution. A fabulous
book by one of my preferred weirdos! I relate with so much in this reserve.. I really like books
where you are feeling the writer is speaking right to you and in this book Jacob's authenticity,
sincerity and enthusiasm shine through. It had been like seated with a friend and enjoying just
listening while nodding and smiling frequently and considering, 'Yes - me too!'. Kudos for a
beautiful, important message! Personally i think as if an adventure has ended though, with the
last page switched, and I'm back in a mundane world. Must Browse for HSPs and Various other
Creatives Loved every bit of the book! for Much loved Misfits. Let it enable you to get home. <3 I
seldom write evaluations because We am impatient and just.. Last night, I ordered a 2nd copy to
be sent to a friend, who's kind of in the same place as I am and is also a complete weirdo.much
too busy to create time, as are thus many of us. Must read, folks. Thank god because of this
book!I browse the whole thing, cover to cover, and loved it, which is rare for me personally.
Enjoyable Weirdian Philosophy! To be co-creators of the world. Of bearing presents passed
through the age groups, of rediscovering our latent magic, of stepping up to passion and
purpose, to answering the call. With Blessed Are the Weird, Jacob Nordby not merely flawlessly
describes the struggle, he celebrates the many definitions of art and success. A call to the wild, a
hearkening to obtain out there and reside in our magic. Jacob Nordby so eloquently expressed
such raw ideas and emotions that have inspired me. And commence actually living.."weird..." and
with the writer himself whom is indeed utterly relatable, real, tough and honest. And inspiring.
Many thanks, Jacob Nordby, for composing it. I really do hope our wild horses cross in the wilds
of the life where we can discuss all things journey, artwork, renaissance, magic, and strange. And
if not, I'm pleased to have go through your reserve. What a great addition to your existing story.
Thanks a lot, Jacob, for a truly enjoyable read! This means I must write into a fresh one. Love
that, Personally i think charged up. But, I literally simply finished the witty and profane



acknowledgement portion of this book, and was smiling ear to ear at the author's sass and grit.
Anyway, in case you are in a innovative rut, lifestyle rut, living just like the walking lifeless in a
lifestyle that you didn't plan to have. I've by no means had the opportunity to accurately explain
how I feel in (and my battles with) the globe. A must-go through for creatives. Sprinkled with
examples of his own journey and supported by what and actions of various other writers
(performers, misfits, etc. Must Read Jacob uses us on a splendid journey to days gone by to a
time whenever we were connected to our authentic selves and one another, not reliant on
displays and conveniences. I am stalled in the writing of my own book, but as soon as I finished
this reserve, I instantly cranked out a fresh chapter of function. Blessed Are the Weird will never
be far from my reach. Light my fire I am a novelist, but lifestyle threw me a few curve balls in the
last year and I stopped composing. Frustrating to possess paid a high price for a defective
product. There started my quest to rediscover myself. I just had to come leave a review to talk
about the love. It produced me laugh, produced me question the hard queries, and ultimately
made me realize that my rocky path is simply a trip rather than testimony about my worthiness.
I'll re-read this multiple moments, I am certain. I strongly suggested this to all or any creatives
looking to embrace their imagination and find their tribe! I highly recommend this book Reading
this book provides touched my life, more than I believed it could. She place up a link because of
this book. Therefore no excuses. It reminds the ones that may feel weird or out of place that we
are normal. I came here, read over a bit and bought it. For me personally it reminded never to let
fear define who you are. Soul Awakening This book truly spoke to my soul, telling me exactly
what I needed to hear when I needed to hear it.We highly recommend this book! Life May be the
most intense art of all I have been aware of this book and have followed Jacob Nordby for some
time and have finally browse it.. Definitely impacts the quality in reading! If you would like to
begin to totally embrace your weird get this book, savor it, highlight it, return to it again and
again.. Highly recommend Open the gates and let your wild soul run free I actually cried, laughed
and appreciated Jacob's writing design and authenticity. I have hence suggested it to everyone
that didn't quite fit in to our strange and weird world. So extremely grateful that it offers opened a
new coating of my soul I was afraid to let out. Print Issue Just received my reserve. There exists
a printing issue.99 on kindle. I ended up missing deadlines, beating myself up, thinking if the time
to give up experienced finally arrived. Not really that I couldn’t find out what is lacking, I shouldn’t
need to. I have longer believed that your daily life is your art and here it really is created in such
gorgeous prose.), Jacob displays the Weird that they aren't alone and the authorization to create
and believe in themselves and their artwork. The joys, the pain, the dilemma, the elation
experenced by the humans souls that field overpowering urges to produce. The longing to do so
remains, yet therefore few work. Jacob does an impressive work of enticing that out from the
reader by celebrating the increasing population of those folks who are brave more than enough
to break free and embrace our selves, each other and our imagination. The Weird. Maybe
scanning this book gives some closet weirdos the courage to be seen. This reserve is on an
individual level and has already reached me further than any self help books I've run into. I
adored this reserve and feel like I've made a pal: with a deeper oft-hidden version of myself that is
clearly a bit. Love this book! This book is $4.! A Must-Stop Lightpost in the Love Revolution;
Great stuff Recommended highly because a "must go through" for any and all creatives.
Inspirational Inspirational! There is a blank line down the left aspect of all the pages. Yeah, get
this damn book, and begin creating the one you were likely to have. It includes a way of reaching
deep down within yourself and pulling out things that you may have lost along the way. Purchase
it and examine it. It's important.
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